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About This Game

Bunny adventure is fun, casual platformer for all ages. Complete 6 stages of platforming, find all collectibles and secrets and get
highest score!

Bunny is lost in the woods and now he needs to find a way to his island, wher his girlfriend bunny awaits him! In his adventure
he will encounter all sorts of enemies, challenges and interesting palces!

Features:
1) Colorful and beautiful graphics

2) Fun gameplay
3) 6 interesting levels

4) Secret treasures to find!
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Although he's a little young to manage the mouse, our 22-month-old Smol Owlbear loves playing Zwuggels on a touchscreen, so
much so that we've bought it for additional platforms.

The characters are charming - especially Nico - and the mini-games that make up each level of the game almost all hit the sweet
spot between interactive toys and intellectual challenges for young kids,

I love the multi-lingual text, as it gives our family a chance to do some reading in a couple of the languages we use, in a
refreshing format.

Works extremely well on Linux under Wine (installed via a Wine install of Steam).. super super cool, loved every bit and highly
recommend!. This is one of the best platformers I've played in a long time. The mechanics are solid (although some of the
physics can feel a little meh at times), and they are explored to their fullest throughout its fairly short runtime. They're
constantly introducing new twists on the mechanics, right up until the final boss. If you want a short bout of solid fun jump time,
this is for you.. really? you don't grt crocs,bears,penguins!
. It's childish, colourful, but surprisingly challenging to complete. A tower defence game with a Tetris style mechanic which
allows you to arrange your towers within the available space.

It won't change your life, but for the price you'll find it at, definitely something to entertain you for a few hours. Great for
playing while listening to music.

If you are bothered by the childish side of it, go to the menu and mute the voices - it makes it much better.. I bought this
because the tags promised a dystopian, alternate history indie game. Awesome!

Turns out it's a documentary about indie gave developers, their passions, their influences and so on. Not bad actually.

Also, it streams fine, so I'm not sure what that's all about.

. I just finished Wind Child today, and am completely blown away. It was pretty good for an RPGmaker game. I loved the
dialogue, the sarcasm and insults were on point. A lot of it made me laugh. There was also a lot of inspirational words and
moments throughout the entire game, which I liked a lot. This game is hefty on the dialogue, which I like as a writer who loves
to make conversation. I got to do voices and have some fun with it too.

The characters were pretty dang good as well. I got attached to the people in the entire party. The way they would interact with
each other and others was always a delight. Lytan is by far my favorite character. He's sarcastic, brave, and fun.

I played this game ignoring the mixed reviews that it had (some of them fair and others stupid). I recommend people play Wind
Child and any other RPGmaker game with mixed reviews. Sometimes good things are buried underneath the rubble of
negativity that may, or may not have been valid.

Sure, it's not perfect. But who wants to play that type of game? If you like heavy dialogue, turn-based gaming mechanics, an
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intriguing story, and characters that are in no way false. Play this. You'll not regret it. And if you do regret it. Well, then that's
that. Move on and find a game that will satisfy you. Thank you for reading.. At this stage I do not recommend this game to
anyone...

The basics are there, so if you are just looking for a simple game where you shoot some zombies, go ahead.

Negatives:
- No difficulty modes which makes it a drag because the first 5 minutes of a game you are just waiting for something to happen
- Weapons can bug while shooting (dissapearing, blocking, ...)
- No scores available untill you die
- Overpriced
- Simple animations\/sounds from enemies

I understand this is a work in progress but have there been any updates yet since release? Nothing seems to pop up in the news
section...
. why did I buy this game

nostalgia is expensive

11\/16. What the ♥♥♥♥ is this♥♥♥♥♥♥br>
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It was a love/hate relationship all the way through. The puzzles were mind-bending but love won out in the end.. I went into this
game expecting it to be one of the worst games I have ever played and in that I was disappointed, I am a bit of a Masochist when
it comes to games and I do seek out bad games as well as good ones.

The other user reviews on this game plus TB's "Why do I own" video made this one sound like that would be that bad it would
make a great video, So when it came on sale for 1\u20ac I grabbed it.

The game is average. It does not do anything well but doesn't suck at anything to badly nether. It is what it is. If people really
need tips on actually bad games they can feel free to drop be a line because this is not it.

Would I recommend this game? if it's on sale for a euro or two I guess why not but not at full price. but note it's just an average
game with nothing that really stands out it doesn't do anything to wrong but nothing to right nether.

For those who want a hot tip on a game that far worse than this and to prove my point. Get "Dark Apes: The Fate of
Devolution" Play that a while and this game will seem rather good :P. I like the atmosphere and the pictures. The music is
wonderful. Then again, the game itself is repeat of trial & error. I'm not sure if I would recommend this as soothing and healing
game, as this game evokes the opposite. Unless you find tranquility in the fact that no matter what we do, we always have a
vague hope to change the outcome but likely fail a ton before.. Uh? What's that?
I fall, I permanently fall, trying to evade things.
Some nice settings.
There is simply no fun doing this. Am I missing something? Could it be all there?. oh my oh my how could this be?

how did i forget to review this good game.

done.
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